Introduction: Practical skills are the vital skills for the undergraduate nursing students. The attainment of skills depends largely on the methodology of teaching. In order to enhance the learning and practicing ability of students in practical skills, the nursing educational unit plays an important role to choose the right teaching methodology in practical sessions from different sources.

Purpose: This study investigates the satisfaction level in didactic teaching method during the practical session and to compare the satisfaction level between two educational groups which were diploma and bachelor nursing students. Additionally, the study also identifies the preferable teaching methods among nursing students in UiTM Selangor.

Procedures/Methods: Cross-sectional design was conducted among 243 nursing students, guided with questionnaires on satisfaction of teaching methodology.

Results: Findings have shown that the mean of students' satisfaction was 3.93±0.49 (<3 not satisfied and >3 satisfied) indicated that all nursing students (n=243) were satisfied with the didactic teaching that was used currently during the practical session. Moreover, the comparison between diploma and bachelor students did not show significant different towards the satisfaction level of didactic teaching (p value=0.763). Hence, 90% of the students' preferences were didactic teaching as their practical teaching rather than videotaped demonstration.

Conclusion: Study concludes that practical sessions should begin with a didactic teaching to enhance immediate learning absorption followed by video demonstration as teaching aids for retention of knowledge and memory retrieval.
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